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Introduction / Logistics 

 

This Excursion Guide is based on the original 2007 “Bickfest” Excursion Guide.  I 

produced it from the 2007 copy by Optical Character Recognition which has led to minor 

changes in layout and may also have resulted in some typographic errors. I claim 

responsibility for any that remain. Roger Bird, Christine Smith and David James have 

kindly given permission for the republishing of their original contributions (with very 

minor amendments to bring them up to date) on the history of the Bryntail and Penclun 

mines. The original descriptions of the excursions to see the mine remains have also been 

amended slightly to bring them up to date.   

 

We have two excursions planned for the “Hallfest #2” on Sunday 25
th
 September 2016.  

Both will start with a visit to Bryntail and the longer excursion (5 to 6 hours in total) led by 

David Roe will involve a detailed look at the entire Bryntail and Glyn workings and will 

then continue over the B4518 down to Penclun mine and then back to Bryntail.  

Alternatively after visiting the Bryntail workings, David James will be leading a visit to 

the nearby Aberdaunant mine which is a much shorter and more level walk. 

 

We will meet at 11.00 am sharp at the Bryntail Mine carpark (SN913 867).  This is 

signposted from the B4518 Llanidloes – Machynlleth Road about two miles NW of 

Llanidloes.  However this carpark can only take 6 cars and there is a continual stream of 

casual visitors so it would be much preferable if WMS cars could be parked further up the 

road leading to Clywedog dam at the carpark in the quarry at west side of the road SN 911 

867. It is 10 minutes’ walk downhill to Bryntail – unfortunately rather longer going back 

up – but I am sure we can sort out a ferry system at the end of the Bryntail visit. 

 

There is further parking at the top of the hill at the Clywedog dam – however the café and 

Public Conveniences are both closed. 

 

Departure will be at 11.00 sharp. We shall cross the footbridge over the river and do a 

tour of the Bryntail barytes mine site below the Clywedog dam and should finish this 

around noon.  The party will then split to either visit:  

Aberdaunant with David James. After the visit to the preserved remains of Bryntail 

we will visit the Aberdaunant mine which is a short walk down the valley from the 

Clywedog Dam road at SN 904 873 and there are shafts and mine building remains 

including the engine house, powder magazine, ore slide, wheel pit, and reservoir: also 

some unique opencast workings in gritstones. Finish time should be around 3 pm. 

Bryntail, Glyn and Penclun with David Roe.  This is a rather more strenuous option 

taking around 5 hours in total.  We will walk up the track to the top of the ridge 

inspecting various remnants en-route including the Gundry shaft and engine house.  

Following the Glyndwr’s Way footpath past further workings we will eventually 

emerge at the B4518 main road.  From here we will continue across, turning off just 

before Penclun Farm to visit the Penclun engine house and chimney which was 

splendidly preserved in 2007 as a result of the efforts of the Welsh Mines Preservation 

Society.  We will then proceed to the Afon Cerist and thence back to Penclun and 

Bryntail.  If time permits we will return to Gundry’s shaft and then down to dressing 

floors at the bottom of the hillside before walking back along the tramway through the 
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Allt-y-Gelli woods above the Clywedog to the main Bryntail site.  We should return to 

the cars by 4.00pm  

 

Several hillsides en-route are quite steep (and may be very slippery if wet) as are some of 

the paths leading from the Bryntail mine to Bryntail farm; stout and grippy footwear is 

strongly recommended in addition to weather proof clothing.  Hard hats are not required. 

 

You need to ensure you have adequate food and drink for the day. 

 

Background reading 

Bick, D.E., 1977. The Old Metal Mines of Mid Wales, part 4, West Montgomeryshire. The 

Pound House, Newent. p. 64. 

Chapman, N.A., 2007. 'The Van Mines'. British Mining, 81. Monograph of the Northern 

Mines Research Society, Sheffield. p. 144. 

 

Maps 

1:50,000 Landranger O.S. Sheet 136, Newtown & Llanidloes 

1:25,000 Explorer O.S. Sheet 214, Llanidloes & Newtown 

Extract of 1891 O.S. * see back cover of this guide 

 

The Welsh Mines Society extends its thanks to the landowners at Bryntail (Alwyn Davies), 

Cefngoleugoed (Gareth Jerman) and Penclun (Andrew Evans). 
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The Geological Setting of the Mines 

 

David James 

 

The Bryntail and Penclun (Penyclun of D.E. Bick and J.R. Foster-Smith) mines lie near the 

eastern extremity of the Mid-Wales Orefield in an inlier of Ordovician rocks (figure 1, p. 

2). These rocks are largely non-bedded mudstones which overlie a horizon of massive grits 

which hosted the famous Van 'flats' and upon which the lodes probably nucleated (figure 2, 

p. 6). The grits are well exposed on Bryn y tail (hill of dung) and by the fortlet at Pen y 

clyn (top of the meadow). The overlying Silurian rocks are overwhelmingly formed of 

well-bedded slatey mudrock in which little or no economic mineralisation took place, 

witness the expensive failure at East Van. Both mines worked the major lode system which 

proved so rich at the Van mine immediately to the east-north-east and which dips to the 

south-east at angles between 63 and 75 degrees. At Van the vertical (normal) displacement 

on the lode is about 170 metres. The lode system is compound, formed by the junction of 

the Bryntail-Penclun segment with the Van segment via a relay structure (figure 3, p. 7) 

within which the Van 'flats' were developed (see also in more detail figure 10, p. 35) Lodes 

developed at, or immediately above, the horizon of these Ordovician grits were commonly 

rich, notably at the Plynlimon and Nantiago mines to the west-south-west and at 

Nantymwyn far to the south-east. By contrast the rich mining area between Cwmsymlog 

and Frongoch to the west in Ceredigion exploited lodes which were strongly developed as 

a result of nucleating within an extensive local development of grits in early Silurian strata. 

None of these latter mines reached depths at which the Ordovician grits would be 

expected. 

     Mineralisation in Mid-Wales is now known to have occurred at least twice, primarily at 

c. 390 million years ago and in the period 360-330 million years ago. In the Van area the 

dominant phase was the second episode which, in apparent linkage with the Shropshire 

mines of the Shelve area, included much baryte/witherite mineralisation. 

 

Background reading 

James, D.M.D., 2006. 'Lode geometry in the Plynlimon and Van Domes, Central 

Wales, UK: the relative importance of strike swing and relay linkage', British Mining, 80, 

pp. 60- 87. 

Jones, O.T., 1922. 'Lead and Zinc. The mining district of north Cardiganshire and west 

Montgomeryshire', Memoir of the Geological Survey, Special Mineral Resources of Great 

Britain, 20, p.207. 

Mason J., 1997.'Regional polyphase and polymetallic vein mineralization in the 

Caledonides of the Central Wales Orefield', Transactions of the Institution of Mining and 

Metallurgy (Section B: Applied Earth Sciences), 106, pp. 135-143. 
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The Bryntail and Glyn Mines 

 

Roger Bird 

 

Background 

It has been known since at least 1700 that a substantial fault system with lead 

mineralisation runs from the west-south-west to the east-north-east across Bryntail land. Its 

continuation eastwards takes it through the famous Van Mine. The Bryntail Mine was 

never as successful as Van, but still produced large outputs of both lead and barytes 

(barium sulphate). It is best thought of as divided into three almost separate units (see 

diagrams): the western end from the River Clywedog up the side of the valley and just over 

the brim of the hill, then the central area around and under the farm buildings, and, finally, 

the eastern area from east of the farm to the main road, home to Bryntail's offshoot, the 

Glyn Mine. As far as can be ascertained from the surviving remains, mining started at the 

western end and later spread into the central area. Later still, tentative forays were made 

into the eastern area, but little was found to encourage further exploration there. 

The main mineralisation was in the Bryntail lode which is reported to have varied in 

width from l0 to 120 feet and to have a southerly underlie. Branching off it are lesser lodes 

and it was believed that there was a parallel fault of smaller size to the north. The main 

Bryntail lode has a soft clayey or flucan (flookan) layer as its south face and this provided 

the mining adventurers with an easy, fast and cheap means of following the lode 

underground. Much of the detail of early exploration has gone unrecorded, but the 

principal feature of the mine by 1850 was a deep adit driven eastwards along the flucan 

layer from a point close to the Clywedog for very nearly half a mile. The disadvantage of 

driving along this clay layer was its predisposition to collapse and it could only be kept 

open by extensive timbering which itself soon rotted away. Eventually, the unequal 

struggle was given up and the deep adit was abandoned as the access route to the central 

area, that area then being served largely from Gundry's Shaft west of the farm. 

It is hard to determine the true extent of the mineralisation because of the lack of early 

records on the one hand and the perpetually enthusiastic reports in Mining Journal on the 

other, but there are certainly no records of massive thicknesses of galena. Nevertheless, the 

mine had the potential to deliver up some thousands of tons of merchantable ore 

(concentrate). The ore was deposited in distinct areas often called 'shoots' but was 

distributed within those areas in relatively small veins and in voids rather than in large 

bodies of galena. At the western end, the bulk of the ore was on the north side of the lode 

and early adventurers must have passed it as they drove along the south side. Much of the 

mine was, at best, on the borderline economically, but certain areas produced good returns 

above adit, particularly just inside the hillside at the western end where large stopes were 

developed, in another area a little further in, in a zone west of the farmhouse near Gundry's 

Shaft and in the area around Little's and Murray's shafts. Results from greater depths were 

generally poor as they were for the eastern part of the sett. 

 

Diagrams 

The three areas of the mine, western, central and eastern, are shown in plan view on the 

1886 l:2500 Ordnance Survey 1st Edition  map as figures 4 to 6 (pp. 20-22). Beneath each 

is a section along the Bryntail lode based on the sections of James Roach. Not all levels are 
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shown. Figure 7 (p. 23) shows the layout of the 'Lead Works' or new dressing floors below 

Gundry's Shaft. 

 

History 

The recorded history of the mine starts with William Waller and the Mine Adventurers in 

1707. They drove two fairly shallow levels, an upper and a lower one, with several shafts 

on each. Both levels are believed to have been at the western end, but later mining has 

destroyed most of the evidence. The mine was initially worked vigorously and some ore 

was raised, but when Waller was summoned to London to become the scapegoat for the 

failing fortunes of the Mine Adventurers, progress tailed off and, when better results from 

Geufron to the west caused work to be concentrated there, Bryntail was run on a care and 

maintenance basis only. This breached the conditions of the agreement with Edward 

Vaughan and he, having been opposed from the start to leasing the mines to the Mine 

Adventurers, seized Bryntail back on the 3
rd

 March 1713/4. A long court battle followed 

that blighted further work until at least 1723. 

The next recorded venture was under a 21-year lease issued to Richard Owen of 

Glandulas, Llanidloes, tanner, in 1775. He was followed by a Mr. Sawyer in 1788, but we 

know little of their work apart from mention of a level at the eastern end. The mine seems 

to have lain idle from then until 1833 when a new company started work. Records for this 

period are sparse and confused with two claimants to ownership of the mine. Traditionally, 

the mineral rights for Bryntail Common had been vested with Edward Vaughan and then 

the Wynn family by virtue of their rights over common land as lords of the manor, but 

Bryntail's common land had been enclosed, it was claimed, around .l760 and the owner of 

Bryntail in 1833, T.E. Marsh, started to question the Wynns' rights to the royalties from the 

mine. The dispute rumbled on for many years, but eventually in 1846 Richard Marsh, then 

owner of Bryntail, was declared owner of the mineral rights too. 

Permission to mine during this episode was initially granted to Hugh Jones, a Flintshire 

miner. He worked Bryntail for some years, but to judge from the fact that it was I837 

before a Thomas Morris is first recorded as the appointed ore weigher, little was produced. 

It was 1839 before Bryntail was specifically mentioned in the ore weighings. By 1843, 

Jones was working Geufron and it appears that a local miner, Jonathan Harries, took 

Bryntail for a few years around 1840 before passing it on to a ‘poor working miner' from 

Shropshire called Daniel Gell. Gell is reported to have worked the mine above adit level, 

but ran into debt and had to seek a loan. Around 1844, he sold his interest in the mine and 

it is probable that the buyer was William Lefeaux who had previously worked the 

Eardiston Copper Mine in Shropshire. It is at this time that matters become quite 

complicated. Lefeaux is thought to have employed Gell to work Bryntail for his small 

company. Gell gained a reputation locally as having an innate ability to find lodes and he 

certainly explored Bryntail thoroughly, but without great success and so, we think, he 

turned his attention to virgin ground in the neighbouring Penclun part of the Bryntail 

Common sett where a valuable body of ore was discovered, leading to the start-up of the 

Pen y Clyn Mine in 1845. In the following year came the adjudication that Sir W.W. Wynn 

had no rights to the minerals under Bryntail land after all so the part of Lefeaux's lease 

from Wynn relating to there became invalid and a new agreement was reached with the 

owner, Marsh, for Lefeaux to work Bryntail. However, in spring 1847, Lefeaux stopped 

operations at Bryntail (presumably because Pen y Clyn was now so profitable) and refused 

to resume work. This led to his eviction from Bryntail, having failed to work the mine 
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effectually for more than three months. When a new company took over and started to 

employ large numbers of miners, Lefeaux tried to get an injunction to stop them by 

claiming that under his Wynn lease Bryntail and Pen y Clyn were part of the same demise 

and working any part of that sett fulfilled the requirements for employment at both mines. 

The claim was thrown out and Lefeaux ended up with a heavy bill for the costs of the case. 

No records have been found that describe the mine in this 1833-1847 period, but later 

workers found an old level (lntermediate) below the farmhouse that had been used to stope 

a body of ore extending from the surface downwards for 40 fathoms or more. Access and 

drainage were brought to the deeper parts of this ore body when what probably started as 

the lower level of the Mine Adventurers was extended to become the deep adit. This deep 

adit had reached almost level with where Murray's Shaft would be sunk at a later date, 

about 390 fathoms from the mouth, by 1847. In what seems to have been an aborted 

attempt to work the same ore body below deep adit, a perpendicular shaft was sunk west of 

the farm and connected to the deep adit by a cross-cut. The position of this shaft suggests it 

was intended as an engine shaft, but it was only used for that purpose much later when it 

was called Gundry's. 

The Bryntail Mining Co. took a lease of Bryntail from September 1850,.but had 

certainly started work before that date. It lasted until 1865 and had two dramatically 

different styles of management from, firstly, Robert and Richard Smith and then James 

Roach. The Smiths employed a lot of men, 120 according to census returns, and developed 

two major areas of stoping at the western end above the deep adit on the northern part of 

the lode. The first and larger area of stoping had 5, l0 and 15 fathom levels above adit and 

the intention was to explore below adit level via an engine shaft being sunk from the 

hillside above. Near the adit mouth the Smiths first erected one crusher and later a second 

replacement from Cornwall. The entire operation had the appearance of success as two 5 

shilling dividends were paid within a two year period. However, in November l85l the 

agency fees paid to the Smiths were criticised and they ceased to manage the mine, their 

seeming departure being marked in the Mining Journal only by confirmation in May 1852 

of the appointment of James Roach. The recorded output was 116.5 tons for 1850 and 384 

for 1851.  

Roach, to some extent, had his hands tied by the previous criticism about expenditure 

and ran a much smaller operation. He can be said to have been unfortunate inasmuch that 

his arrival coincided with the exhaustion of the ore in the stopes worked by the Smiths. A 

'call’ was made on the shareholders at 10 shillings per share (wiping out the previous 

dividends) and Roach started a long search for new bodies of ore. His reign at Bryntail is 

characterised by his ever-optimistic weekly reports that promised much but delivered little.  

His enthusiasm buoyed up the spirits of the shareholders so that they paid uncomplainingly 

the succession of calls for more funds to keep the mine going. His approach owed more to 

blind faith and hope than to any form of logical exploration as the following account 

shows. 

Roach completed the Smiths' shaft down to adit level, but was beaten by water ingress 

when he tried to go deeper so he switched attention to a branch lode seen in the western 

part of the deep adit. This he followed initially with expectations of finding ore, but when 

this failed to materialise he kept going towards a new target of finding the junction with a 

parallel lode to the north of the main lode. This level had been driven for over 35 fathoms 

before Roach abandoned it. He then started a shaft near the eastern boundary of the sett' 

but this found more water than ore so he returned to an old shaft near the western end of 
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the mine. With a new water wheel providing pumping power, the shaft was cleared and a 

12 fathom level below deep adit was driven east and west. Throughout 1854, work 

continued on this level, but it produced nothing worthwhile and Roach started to stope the 

large barytes deposit that lay a little west of the farm buildings. This led to the discovery of 

a branch lode of lead with a northerly underlie on the north side of the barytes. A shaft was 

sunk following the lode down and a cross-cut driven to meet this from a l0 fathom level 

that had recently been started under the barytes. With a leader of ore said to have been 

from 4 to 15 inches wide, Roach lost no time in driving along this new lode and in setting 

up stopes. Good results were achieved for a time and by the end of January 1856, the l0 

fathom level had been driven eastwards in the central area for upwards of 54 fathoms. A 

winze was sunk and a second level developed at 20 fathoms, but initial hopes did not 

materialise and Roach then cross-cut south to the main Bryntail lode where he 

concentrated on developing workings in the area of the mine east of the old perpendicular 

shaft (later Gundry's), the region where he had been impressed in 1853 by old stopes. A l0 

fathom level was driven and the old perpendicular shaft was brought back into use to 

enable a 25 fathom level, reached by a cross-cut from  the shaft, to be driven. Serious 

ventilation problems halted progress and so Roach located the entrance to an old level, 

cleared it of debris and then sank a winze down from this level, variously called 

'lntermediate, middle or stope', down to the 25. Prospects of raising large amounts of ore 

led to the construction of a tramway and incline down to the crusher in late 1858, but the 

volume of ore found was not up to expectations and gradually tailed off. 

When, in 1862, there was a suggestion that the venture be abandoned, Roach 

responded by driving two levels on a lode in Allt y Gelli wood. Again, these failed to meet 

expectations and in October he started to sink a new shaft at the western end (Western 

Engine Shaft) only a short distance from the previous shaft serving the l2 fathom level. 

The new shaft went first to a 20 and then 30 fathom level. Some small pockets of ore were 

found, but overall, the two lower levels only confirmed the same absence of anything 

worthwhile that had been revealed in the l2 fathom level above. Roach remained buoyant 

in his forecasting, but eventually the shareholders had had enough and in September 1865 

they forced the suspension of operations and sale of the mine. In this whole period from 

1852 to 1865, Roach had produced a little less than the Smiths had in two years and 

Bryntail Mining Co. ended with a total output of just over 1,000 tons (of concentrate).  

Bryntail was bought in by the company for £310 and subsequently sold to Matthew 

Greene for £275. He in turn was joined by new partners to form the Montgomeryshire 

Lead and Barytes Co. in February 1868 with William Hancock as its agent. This company 

started to build the barytes mill that occupies much of the area close to the Clywedog, but 

when nearby Van met with success, further new partners were attracted in and the mine 

took the catchpenny title of The Van Consols Lead and Barytes Mining Co. Ltd. with a 

wholly subscribed capital of £30,000 (of which £20,000 went to the Montgomeryshire 

company) and with Thomas Corfield as the new agent. 

James Roach had made some attempt to market the barytes that occurred in the mine, 

but it only fetched a low price that made mining it uneconomic. The new owners set out 

from the outset to produce what today would be called the value-added product, barytes 

bleached and finely ground into a white pigment to suit the manufacturers of white paint 

and paper. Barium products such as the chloride were also produced. The new owners 

were confident that the higher prices these products would command would pay the 

processing costs and so the mine took on a new dual role, lead mining as before plus 
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mining and processing of barytes and barium products. The new barytes mill incorporated 

the crushing mill at the western end of the mine (a new lead crushing mill was probably 

built against the pumping wheel at this time). The crusher was modified to crush more 

finely, the output being lifted by a screw feed into a pair of millstones that ground it to a 

fine powder. In the huge stone tanks nearby, the powdered barytes was treated with dilute 

sulphuric acid whilst being heated and agitated by steam jets. This removed impurities, 

mainly iron compounds,  and thereby bleached the barytes to the desired white colour. 

After washing, the barytes was dried on a floor heated from below. The product was then 

packed in barrels assembled in the site's cooperage and sent to market. A further part of the 

mill used kilns to convert barytes into barium chloride and other 'heavy salts'. The mill 

went into service in June 1869 under the management of a Mr. Cobley with a claimed 

output of 80 tons per month. 

 Meanwhile, on the lead side, Thomas Corfield had two objectives: to drive the 30 

fathom level (below deep adit) eastwards under the Smiths' old workings and to develop 

the central area of the mine. In the 30 fathom level, Corfield seems to have found even less 

reward than Roach and work was eventually stopped after driving east for over 100 

fathoms. In the central area, the objective was to sink the old perpendicular shaft, now 

called Gundry's, below deep adit and put in a level l5 fathoms deeper. This plan brought a 

mixed response from the mining cognoscenti, the sceptics pointing out that the western end 

of the mine had failed at depth, as had the mine to the east, Pen y Clyn, but the optimists 

looked further east to Van where good results were being achieved as that mine went 

deeper. The optimists won and Corfield faced up to the task of draining the potential new 

workings. The task of keeping the deep adit open had been abandoned in favour of 

pumping from the surface by horse whim, but this could not cope and so a 60 foot 

pumping wheel was installed by the Clywedog, fed by a long extension of the lower leat 

from the original dressing floors. This went to work utilising a 6 inch diameter wire rope 

up to Gundry's Shaft in April 1870 and was soon "working admirably", so much so that an 

extension was made to drain the new Little's Shaft being sunk to the east of the farm.  

1871 was not a good year for the mine. The barytes department underperformed and 

Mr. Cobley was asked to resign. His replacement enlarged and re-modelled the works. On 

the lead side, work continued at Gundry's and Little's. The lease of part of the Clyn Estate 

allowed the sinking of a new shaft on Glyn land where the lode at surface ran close to the 

Glyn boundary. It was sunk 6 fathoms and then abandoned. A parcel of 12 tons of lead 

(concentrate) was sold, but it did not cover costs. 3,000 new shares were created to raise 

capital, Corfield departed and James Roach returned as his replacement.  

ln 1872, reports about the barytes operation were more encouraging. Grand plans were 

also drawn up for new lead dressing floors downstream against the 60 foot wheel, the old 

dressing floors having been occupied by the barytes mill complex and the Western Engine 

Shaft and accompaniments. The plans included an elaborate tramway system from 

Gundry's Shaft along the hillside to an incline built in 1858 down to the barytes mill 

crusher and from there along a new tramway running above the leat to the big wheel and 

the new floors. Work on this project seems to have advanced, but the original contractors 

were deemed to have been too slow and were replaced in 1873. Out of the confusion 

emerged a new lead works coupled directly to Gundry's Shaft by a new incline. The ore 

was deposited into bins, then broken up in a Blake's stone-breaker, passed through 

crushing rolls then sent to 'Collom's patent jiggings'. Round buddles and a cascade of 
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seven ponds for treating the slimes occupied the lower part of the site. The new floors were 

rapidly put to good use as ore production increased for a time. 

The news on the barytes side was not so good. Despite a series of encouraging reports 

to the shareholders, rumours of heavy losses had circulated and at the AGM it was stated 

that "it could not fail to be satisfactory to the shareholders to be informed that from first to 

last not more than £3500 had been lost on this department". Furthermore, "They had given 

up the manufacture of barytes in consequence of the extravagant prices of coal and 

labour." So, the barytes mill had failed, but the mine was again producing lead ore in some 

quantity.  

Right at the end of 1873, Roach reported that they were "erecting the new engine". 

Little more was said to explain this until the AGM when Roach announced that at 

Gundry's Shaft, "Since the last general meeting we have taken out foundations, and built a 

large engine-house, boiler-house, stack, &c., and erected a horizontal engine therein, 

which is worked with two of Galloway's patent boilers, built house for drawing machine, 

and sundry other work. This is an auxiliary power in case the wheel should be stopped by 

frost or drought." Such an installation would have been expensive, so was Bryntail now a 

prosperous mine? The official mineral statistics record an output of 250 tons in 1873 and 

almost 188 tons in 1874. Things were looking up, but hardly rich. 

There had been a rethink over mining barytes as the purity of the Bryntail deposits was 

deemed to be high enough not to require bleaching after all. Hence, the crushing and 

grinding part of the mill was brought back into operation. The tramways to the mill seem 

to have gone and a 'new tramway through the coppice to the western mine' was nearing 

completion in September 1874.  

In October l874 an extraordinary general meeting was held to discuss the future of the 

eastern part of the Bryntail sett and its associated Clyn land to the south. Matthew Greene 

had leased the latter for £225 and it had to be worked or be lost. Van Consols did not have 

the resources to do this and it was proposed to form a new sett with its north-south 

boundary 230 fathoms east of the main shaft (Gundry's) to be disposed of to a new 

company. Hence, the Glyn Lead Mining Company came into being and in December was 

at work on Discovery Shaft. 

In November, Van Consols made a start on sinking a new drawing shaft, shortly to be 

called Murray's, east of the main shaft near Little's. From here onwards, almost all effort at 

Van Consols was directed to deepening Gundry's and sinking Murray’s shaft went on 

through 1875 and 1876 until even Roach tired of producing reports weekly, in June 1876, 

work had begun on installing an engine at Murray's, but it was December before it went to 

work for drawing.  

At Glyn, also under James Roach, old exploratory workings were cleared and 

Discovery Shaft then sunk. In May 1875, he reported that the men were "removing the 

engine to its site", but it was September before it became operational. By the end of the 

year, the shaft had reached l5 fathoms below the shallow adit, and a cross-cut driven to and 

then through the lode established that it was 41 feet wide. In April 1876. Roach issued a 

very bullish special report on the prospects for Glyn, but downward progress after that 

slowed and it was the end of July before the new 28 fathom level could be started. ln 

November 1876, the engine shaft was 5 fathoms under the 28 and Roach was more 

subdued, "l think it prudent to defer stoping the ore ground in the eastern part of the mine 

for the next two or three months." Sinking of the shaft continued, now through the lode 

itself, with the target of setting the next level where the shaft reached the footwall. The 
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lode at Glyn, however, had a steeper inclination than at Bryntail and the footwall was only 

uncovered at 50 fathoms below adit in June 1877. 

Reports from the mines ceased after l6th June 1877, but the reasons for this only 

became clear at extraordinary general meetings late in July. At Van Consols, "injudicious 

extraction of £2000 worth of lead from a position too near the line of the shaft" (Murray's) 

had caused a collapse of the lower part of the shaft. No sooner had this been rectified than 

a "lamentable break-down of the managing director and secretary [Matthew Greene] 

stopped all the works". Van Consols, it turns out, was in debt and with the collapse and 

death of the key figure it had suddenly found itself in liquidation. The Glyn mine had 

continued to work, but it had survived only by buying off a creditor trying to force the 

company into liquidation. The two mines together were said to have debts of £5,000, but 

there were many who thought their prospects were good and the EGMs debated whether 

Van Consols should issue preferential shares to raise new capital or whether a merger with 

Glyn would bring about sufficient savings to pay off the debts. The EGMs were adjourned 

until August when Glyn shareholders declared themselves opposed to amalgamation, but 

subsequently decided to promote it and so the meetings were adjourned to December. At 

the resumption, enough shares had been taken in Van Consols to recover from the 

liquidation, but amalgamation was still the preferred option as soon as the legal processes 

could be completed. During this stormy period, Glyn continued to work and at their 

general meeting in October 1878, the good news was given that sales of ore had realised 

£223 10s.7d. and that the 50 west had been driven 55 fathoms. Mr. Thomas had been 

funding the work and was actively promoting the acquisition of Van Consols by Glyn, but 

it was also explained that to continue alone Glyn needed somebody to invest £5,000 to 

£6,000 in the mine and nobody had come forward. The only option was to amalgamate the 

two companies. At an EGM in December, the new company was named as the United Van 

Consols and Glyn Lead and Barytes Mining Company. 

At the new company's meeting in February 1879 under the control of Mr. W. Thomas 

and with James Roach as agent, Roach was his usual ebullient self, "On the whole, I 

consider the prospects of future success to be exceedingly encouraging." The strategy of 

the new company was dominated by an unshakeable conviction that the geological 

structure of Bryntail would tum out to be the same as that at nearby Van. In the past, 

Roach had often referred to the Bryntail lode as the Van lode, but tracing it eastwards (as 

confirmed recently by the mapping of Dr. David James), the Bryntail lode becomes the 

Pen y Clyn lode which is in alignment with the Van south lode not the Van main lode. So, 

Roach now thought the north lode 80 fathoms north of the Bryntail lode "to be a 

continuation of the ore-bearing lode in the Van Mine. It is now intended to drive a level 

from the western boundary of your grant on a cross-course to intersect this lode ... large 

profits might be naturally looked forward to." 

Other objectives were to develop the central area at depth (Gundry's being 84 fathoms 

deep, Murray's 95 fathoms) to reach down to the same levels that were yielding so well at 

Van and also to develop Glyn at the 50 fathom level.  

At the western end, the deep adit was cleared again and timbered as far as the cross-

course, thereby enabling Roach to reach the level that had already been driven north about 

45 fathoms. This, of course, was the one he had had driven in 1852. The extension of this 

started in April and in November 1879 Roach reported that "They had apparently driven 

through the north lode" without finding it. They returned to an area of immense blocks of 

quartz from which a considerable quantity of water flowed and drove westwards to find the 
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lode. Having failed to do so, they drove further north then had a rethink and resumed to 

drive east, but abandoned this when the fissure turned north-east. They resumed driving 

north in disordered ground. Confusion reigned for months after this with the north lode 

continuing to evade detection until, in the autumn of 1880, this pivotal exploration was 

quietly submerged under news of a new plan to refurbish the Western Engine Shaft with its 

pumping and crushing wheel and to pump out the 12, 20 and 30 fathom levels. 

At Glyn, work was almost totally confined to driving the 50 fathom level westwards. 

Progress slowed when hard gritstone was encountered and the situation did not improve 

much after that. In May 1880, the work was suspended.  

In the central area, despite financial constraints effectively confining operations to 

Murray's Shaft, in particular to the 50 fathom level below the deep adit, the ground opened 

up was at least productive and a miserable 35 tons of concentrate in 1879 became 235 in 

1880. Development went hand-in-hand with stoping as Murray's was sunk below the 50, 

this time on a 23 inclination to the vertical to match the dip of the lode. After developing 

a 60 fathom level, sinking to a 72 fathom level started at the end of 1880. 

The absence of activity at Gundry's was partially explained in September 1879 by a  

reference to a new waterwheel. This turned out to be a replacement 60 foot wheel complete 

with new bob, launders and flat-rods in place of the wire rope. It was started up in 

November 1879 to save money on pumping using the steam engines. The engine at  

Murray's was also adapted to draw both from Murray's and Gundry's shafts and an 

"endless chain tramroad" was put in at Murray's, all in April 1880. Little else of import 

happened except that the jiggers had to be replaced twice.  

In 1881, Murray's Shaft soon reached its 72 fathom target down the dip of the lode and 

in March a 70 fathom level east and west was started, but the real action was away from 

the mine. At the ordinary general meeting there was criticism of financial dealings and two 

directors resigned. when the adjourned meeting resumed in April, Mr. Pryce-Jones was in 

the chair and he confirmed that the old directors had been ousted and paid-off with a sum 

of £3,000 raised in Newtown in a few hours. The solicitors were also replaced. He reported 

"much money had been frittered away" and there was an unexplained £2,700 hole in the 

accounts. The meeting proceeded amidst uproar and squabble. After this meeting, work at 

the mine was confined to the central area only. 

At the ordinary general meeting in October 1881, the debit balance was £1,660 5s. 3d. 

160 tons of lead ore and 40 tons barytes had been sold, but lead prices had fallen and the 

lead, despite a claim that the silver content brought a better price, only fetched £748, the 

barytes £39 12s. 10d. In December, lead was found in the new 70 west, a 3 foot lode, and 

in March 1882 another deposit 6 feet wide in the 50 west of Murray's reported to be worth 

£30/fathom. So, at the meeting in April all was not doom and gloom, but there was an air 

of realism about the proceedings and recognition that more capital was needed.  

In May 1882, a cross-cut through the lode in the 70 west showed it to be 120 feet wide. 

At the September general meeting, the situation was described as financially bad and 

unfortunate. There had been a falling off in lead ore and half the workmen had been 

discharged. In October, there was an extraordinary general meeting where it was explained 

that the only way forward was to voluntarily wind up the company with a view to its 

reconstruction, the new company to be known as New Van Consols and Glyn Mining 

Company (Limited). With that, even James Roach realised the precarious state of the 

mine's finances and every effort was made to raise enough ore to keep the mine going. At 

the first ordinary general meeting, Mr. J. Rock explained that the new company had paid 
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off about £1,153 out of the £3,000 of debts. "what appeared to be wanting was the 

unanimous support of the shareholders." The company had high expectations of the virgin 

ground to the east of Murray’s shaft and the 50 east was selected to be the pioneering level 

to assess prospects there. 

The usual train of reports from James Roach ceased in April 1883, but it was only at 

the July general meeting that Mr. Pryce-Jones explained they had made a change of 

management. James Roach's services had been dispensed with 3l years after his first 

appointment and Captain H.B. Vercoe had been appointed in his place, "the duty had to be 

performed, and it had been". It was also reported that the debts of the mine were now much 

reduced, but lead prices were unprecedentedly low, the last sale having only achieved £7 

12s.6d. per ton (it emerged later that the company was also paying £1 per ton royalty). 

Under the new captain, there was a much more professional approach to working the mine. 

Everything was done to reduce costs whilst increasing output, which initially doubled. 

Even so finds of ore were clearly diminishing and, despite the best endeavours of Mr. 

Pryce-Jones, there was an air of inevitability in subsequent reports.  

At the third ordinary general meeting in January 1884, Mr. Pryce-Jones reported on the 

unfavourable position, blaming the shareholders for not responding to calls made on them, 

some £1273 15s.6d. being outstanding. Owing to the state of the finances it had been 

decided merely to keep the mine open. A distraint by the landlady had resulted in the mine 

being put up for sale, but Mr. Pryce-Jones had bought it back for £420. He proposed that a 

new company be formed with a capital of £25,000 or £30,000 and the meeting was 

adjourned leaving three shareholders authorised to negotiate with the debenture holders on 

this. The meeting was resumed in April when it was proposed that the new company, The 

Llanidloes Mining company, be formed with a capital of f25,000. Mr. Pryce-Jones "said he 

wanted to give the mine a last chance, believing that the property was worthy of such an 

effort, which should be final". Liquidators were appointed for New Van Consols and the 

registration of the new company was authorised.  

After this, the mine remained in suspension for many years with just a handful of 

employees. In terms of lead production, about 4,000 tons of concentrate had been sold 

since 1707. Although mining for lead had ceased, a little life returned with small barytes 

ventures in the 1920s. Little is recorded, but between 1929 and l938 some 5,000 tons of 

barytes were raised in Montgomeryshire, probably largely from Bryntail by Cambrian 

Vickers Mining and then Isaac B. Jones before the mine was finally abandoned. 

 

A tour of the remains 

Starting from the car park at the western end, cross over the Clywedog by the footbridge. 

To the right of the path is the spoil heap from the workings off western Engine Shaft. The 

lack of mineralisation speaks for itself. Turn left off the path and visit the two buildings 

labelled cottages. The upper one has a fireplace and was probably an office, store and/or 

smithy. The lower one is more interesting because of its barbecue-like features on one 

corner and plain, stone floored interior. When the barytes mill was in operation, the site 

had its own cooperage where prepared hoops and staves were assembled into barrels in 

which the ground and bleached barytes was despatched. 

Walk to the lower waterwheel pit. We have records only from 1850 for this, but it may 

have been in use before then. The pit held a 25x5 foot waterwheel installed in 1850 to 

drive an ore crusher. Vestigial remains of the crusher building can be seen on the lower 

side of the pit. No sooner had this become operational than the agents ordered a new one 
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and built a new leat, waterwheel pit and mill a short distance above this site. The 

waterwheel was moved to power the new mill and a replacement ordered for this old pit. 

The new wheel was only installed after James Roach had become manager and he used it 

to power pumps in a shaft, now lost, leading to a 12 fathom level which explored the 

ground from the middle of the river.(the sett boundary) to a point about 45 fathoms east of 

the shaft. Little was found of value and the focus of interest was moved elsewhere. In 

1862, Roach decided to try again and started the Western Engine Shaft, whose remains can 

be seen upslope of the pit. This shaft was sunk to 20 and 30 fathom levels and the latter 

was eventually driven eastwards for 170 fathoms, again with negligible reward. In 1869, 

the upper crushing mill was adopted for barytes crushing, thereby leaving the mine without 

lead crushing facilities, and it is believed mill building on the upper side of this pit was 

erected as a replacement crusher, but was soon superseded when the lead mill was built 

lower down the river.  

Continue along the bank of the river towards the dam until a little stream is reached. 

Although barely recognisable with its concrete and steel, this is the entrance to the deep 

adit. Quite possibly started by the Mine Adventurers in 1707, this was for a long time the 

main artery of the mine, stretching eastwards for about half a mile along the course of the 

Bryntail lode. Having been driven on the south side of the lode along a clayey layer of 

'flucan', it required extensive timbering, the maintenance of which was, it seems, 

neglected, leading to repeated blockages.  

Return now to the mill against the lower waterwheel pit and climb the steps to the 

terrace above. Note in passing the ramp that appears to have been used to convey ore from 

the deep adit into the nearby ore bin. When looked at from the terrace, it can be seen that a 

later ore bin has been built into an earlier, deeper bin.  

Walk towards Western Engine Shaft, noting the pit in line with the waterwheel where a 

pivoted arm constrained the movement of the drive from the wheel so that rotary motion 

became reciprocating and operated the balance bob in the pit at the lower side of the shaft, 

leading in turn to the pumps below. To the side of the shaft is another ore bin and above 

the shaft is the flat area where a horse whim provided the power to draw the spoil (and a 

little ore) from the workings below.  

Nearby, is the upper waterwheel pit, its tailrace feeding into the leat to the lower 

waterwheel, a leat that was later extended to drive the 60 foot wheel down the valley. 

Originally built by the Smiths as a crushing mill and served in 1858 by a tramway incline 

from above, this mill was adapted in I869 for finely crushing barytes and then grinding the 

output between one or more pairs of millstones. Little remains to indicate the internal 

arrangement, but the surviving millstones are on view beyond the lower wall of the mill 

complex.  

The crusher house opens out into the main part of the barytes mill whose most obvious 

feature is the huge stone tanks where dilute sulphuric acid was added to the barytes, the 

sludge being agitated by steam jets and allowed to stew for eight hours or more to dissolve 

away impurities and leave a pure white pigment. The impressive stone slabs have been 

identified as probably Elland flag from near Halifax. The tanks were first used at the Clive 

copper mine in Shropshire. The open area between the tanks with its underfloor flues was 

the drying area.  

Walk around the lower end of the mill to reach the structures beyond. In this area, we 

have the stokehole that provided the heat for drying the barytes and, above it, the base of 

the tall chimney that also served three kilns used for other barium products such as the 
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chloride. Little remains to indicate the original arrangement. Two calciners were built here 

at a slightly later date for an unspecified purpose and it is their remnants that can be seen 

today.  

Turn back and pass Western Engine Shaft to reach the (nearer) gate leading to the track 

up the hillside. Follow the road up the hillside, around the hairpin bend and pause for a 

breath about two-thirds of the way up to the gate ahead. Down below the rough road, 

where an electricity pole is sited, heaps of spoil mark the area where the Smiths sank their 

shaft and also drove two shallow levels into the hillside. Under the surface are large stopes 

extending down to deep adit level and into the hillside from which much ore was extracted. 

Slightly closer to the gate, a broad channel leading down the hillside near the wood is all 

that remains of the incline that conveyed ore from the 10 fathom level down to the crusher 

below and up which the resultant concentrate was raised to be stored in a bin at the top.  

Instead of passing through the gate, scramble up the bank at the side of the track to the 

top of the slope where a line of pits can be seen along the lode. This feature is typical of an 

old working and fits the description of the upper of the two levels with shafts that the Mine 

Adventurers started in 1707. These are the oldest workings still recognisable at surface. 

Close by are the remains of the much later circular powder magazine.  

Pass through the gate to re-join the road and continue through the next gate towards the 

farm, to where there are small trees. It is in this area where the major barytes deposit was 

found and worked. The former presence of a shallow adit is now only indicated by a fan of 

spoil below. A little further down the hillside small grassed-over spoil heaps indicate the 

entrance to the 10 fathom level. Nearer to the farm, the extensive spoil dumps from 

Gundry's Shaft are obvious, but they will be left to the return part of the tour, so continue 

on the road and pass through the farmyard as far as the large shallow pond beyond.  

On the far side of the pond, a jumble of rocks with a little ironwork is all that remains 

of Murray's Shaft and its engine house with drawing engine. Even less remains of Little's 

Shaft.  

Continue along the road and notice the mound beyond the fence on the right that marks 

the site of New Engine Shaft. The fence marks the boundary between Bryntail and Glyn 

and this shaft is the only working actually on Glyn land. Matthew Greene secured a lease 

of Glyn and started the shaft in May 1871, but it only reached a depth of 6 fathoms through 

clay all the way before being abandoned. Subsequently, when it became necessary to 

resume working somewhere to avoid losing the lease, an artificial north-south boundary 

was devised that allowed the combined Bryntail and Glyn land east of the boundary to be 

called the Glyn sett. The so-called Glyn Mine that followed was actually on Bryntail land. 

Continue along the road into the final field before the main road. On the right, just 

where small trees grow close to the road, was the site of the Glyn Mine's Discovery Shaft. 

Only a low grassed-over ridge of spoil stretching down towards the Glyn fence betrays the 

former presence of the shaft, engine house and mine building.  

Go to and across the main road to visit the Pen y Clyn Mine-and on your return, retrace 

your steps as far as the cottages just beyond the farm. Turn left and follow the track to the 

small copse that marks the location of Gundry's Shaft. The shaft itself dates to 1846 or a 

little earlier, but was renamed when deepened by the Van Consols company. It was 

initially drained by means of a horse whim, but when this proved inadequate a 60 foot 

waterwheel was installed near the river below and coupled to pumping equipment at the 

shaft by a 6 inch wire rope. At the end of 1873, a steam engine was installed to provide 

standby power in drought or frost. Much of the engine house has collapsed, but if you walk 
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down to the lower end and look back up the slope, the boiler room that housed two of 

Messrs. Galloway's boilers is on the right, with the original engine platform and pit for 

flywheel and maintenance access in the left part of the building. To the left of that is an 

extension which appears to have been added relatively soon afterwards to allow the engine 

to be used both for pumping and drawing. Still looking up the slope, immediately to the 

right of the boiler house was an inclined tramway fed both from Gundry's and Murray's. It 

led down to the new dressing floors at the bottom of the hillside which can now be visited 

by walking down the incline.  

Although a substantial stone-walled platform with two ore bins is a prominent feature 

at the bottom of the incline, the rest of the processing area below is badly degraded and the  

pit for the waterwheel that powered the machinery has been completely filled in. Ore from 

the bins was passed through a Blake's stone breaker and a crusher before going to jigging 

frames. A little lower were two round buddles now lost in a marshy area, and, below those, 

a sequence of seven ponds for processing the slimes (the very fine particles of ore). A short 

distance away can be seen the remains of the 60 foot waterwheel pit largely filled by 

rubbish. Its tailrace channel emerged into a deep cutting close to the river.  

Return up to the level of the bottom of the incline and walk across the hillside where 

the feeder leat once ran to a stile at the edge of Allt y Gelli wood. A short distance further 

on, the path levels out as it follows the route of a tramway that connected the old and new 

dressing floors. Running just below it is the substantial leat channel. Continue along this 

old tramway to the point where a fence starts at the left side of the path. Crossing under 

here is the Allt y Gelli lode which was described on discovery in 1862 as being “as 

promising as I have seen for years". Two levels were developed and the depression in the 

hillside by the tramway appears to be all that remains of the upper one. The lower one, by 

the river, is still open, but only extends for 69 feet /21 m on a NW–dipping small lode and 

one can only agree with the later verdict that the lode was “poor”. A walk from here brings 

you back to the barytes mill site and the end of the tour. 

 

Sources 

These notes were compiled largely from data in Mining Journal (using transcripts supplied 

by George W. Hall and originals in the National Library of Wales) and from the Wynnstay 

records in NLW and Denbighshire Record office, Ruthin.  Prof. David James gave advice 

on the geology. The script was revised in line with comments from George Hall. 
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The Penclyn Mine 

 

Steve Oliver and Christine Smith 

 

What's in a name? 

The writers’ research has revealed many different spellings of this mine's name: Penclyn, 

Penyclyn, Pen y Clyn, Pen-y-Clyn, Penclun, Penyclun, Pen y Clun, Pen-y-clun (this list is 

probably not exhaustive). Each different spelling has been quoted in this synopsis as it is 

recorded in the contemporary documents of the time. Our choice for the title is that of the 

first documented record. 

 

Background 

Penclyn is located about a mile to the west of the famous Van mine and for a short while 

its output made it the most productive mine in Montgomeryshire. The solid geology is 

formed by the Ordovician Van formation. The lode contains lead and zinc ores with 

barytes and witherite gangue. Penclyn mine only ever sold lead. It operated sporadically 

for a documented period of 87 years; however its most productive period lasted only about 

5 years after which many attempts were made to breathe new life into this once promising 

mine but to no avail. 

 

Origins 

The first documented record of a mine at Penclyn comes from the Wynnstay Rental 

accounts of 1846 (NLW R101/6f.g6, p.301) in which it notes that a royalty of £57 9s. 9d. 

was received from Messrs. Lefeaux and Co. on 55 tons 19 cwt. of lead concentrates sold. 

The accounts show the tenant of the farm at that time to be Thomas Jarman. The same 

tenant's name appears in the subsequent rental accounts until 1849 when the name of 

William Lefeaux and Co. appears as joint tenant of "part of Penclyn". Also noted on the 

previous year’s account is the footnote "there is a valuable mine on this". 

The above information corresponds with what Edward Hamer recorded in his 'A 

Parochial Account of Llanidloes', written about 1870, in which he says "lead ore was first 

discovered on this farm about the year 1845, by Mr Jarman, the resident farmer' The secret 

was kept for some time, but was ultimately divulged by one of his sons while under the 

influence of drink."  

The earliest workings on the mine are located within a few hundred yards of the Iron 

Age hillfort of Pen y Clun and as the lode outcropped on the surface this place may well 

have been known to and worked by these ancient people. It is therefore possible to 

speculate that the earliest 'grubbings' on the site may go back considerably further than the 

documented record can show. 

 

Diagrams 

Figures 8 to 10 (pp. 34-35) illustrate respectively the surface workings, a recent survey of 

the Engine Level and the relationship of the lodes at Penclyn and Van. 
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Chronological history 
 

1846-1860 Messrs. Lefeaux and Co. 

This was the most successful and productive period for the mine. During this time it was 

operated by Messrs. Lefeaux and Co. which consisted of four partners: William Lefeaux, 

Edward Morris, Thomas Raynor and a Mr. Jackson. The latter partner, Jackson, does not 

appear to have had a great involvement with the business and by 1857 Edward Morris had 

acquired his shareholding which resulted in Edward Morris having the largest share in the 

company. 

Mining operations commenced where the vein outcropped above the farmhouse and 

seem to have consisted of opencut workings with possibly some shallow trial shafts. By 

1850 the Wynnstay Royalty accounts show that over 1,200 tons of lead concentrates had 

been sold from the mine at 1/10
th
 royalty. This incredible output seems to have been 

achieved with very little mechanisation except "jigging hutches etc." (Mining Journal, 15
th
 

June 1850). By this time a shallow adit had been driven from the farmyard to assist with 

de-watering the works.  

Sometime around or before 1850 the focus of attention had moved to the site of the 

Engine Adit below the farmhouse. This had been driven a considerable distance to get 

under the opencut workings, possibly connecting to the surface by one of the run-in shafts 

there. Sinking may also have been started from this adit as there is the site of a possible, 

albeit small, wheelpit of l0-15 feet diameter, which is directly aligned with the adit 

entrance. By this time work may also have commenced on driving the Deep Adit, to the 

east of the Engine Adit. However, by 1853 Lefeaux states in a letter to the landowner, Sir 

Watkin Williams Wynn, that he is in the process of erecting "another large steam engine" 

on the mine, having already sunk £1,800 of his own money in the mine during the previous 

two years. This would indicate that one steam engine already existed on the mine and was 

housed in what now remains of the engine house at the Engine Adit entrance. An engine 

shaft was also being sunk in the wooded ravine to the west of the Deep Adit entrance and a 

valuation in 1857 confirms this was down 65 fathoms. This shaft and the Deep Adit were 

being pumped and wound by the second "large steam engine” previously mentioned which 

was situated at the entrance to the Deep Adit.  

Prior to coming to this area to work William Lefeaux superintended operations for the 

Eardiston Mine Co., in Shropshire and, whilst there, in about 1841, purchased and installed 

a steam engine on the mine for pumping duties. It is possible that when he abandoned this 

mine and surrendered the lease in l845 he already had a new mine in mind for the steam 

engine to move to, namely Penclyn. This would coincide nicely with the first appearance 

of steam power at Penclyn about the late 1840s.  

Late in 1853 Lefeaux was writing to the Wynnstay agent stating that "the works have 

been carried on for the last 4 years at a loss of several thousand pounds ... the ore in the old 

part of the works having become quite exhausted". He was proposing to make new trials to 

find the lode again and therefore was seeking a reduction in royalties to l/16
th
. He goes on 

to say that this was quite common practice in agreements he held with other landowners at 

other mines that he operated in this area. He appears to have been partially successful in 

this request as the accounts show the royalty to have been reduced to 1/14
th
 following two 

or three years before reverting back to the original figure of l/10
th
 in 1857. 

The reversion to the old rate at this time may be an indication of the bad feelings that 

existed between the Wynnstay estate and Lefeaux and Co. in the second half of the 1850s. 

This bad feeling was caused by the landowner's belief, based on reports received, that the 
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mine was not being operated properly and that maintenance of the farm buildings was 

being severely neglected. On their part, Lefeaux and Co. argued that they still had not 

received the lease which they had been assured of by Wynnstay. At this time Edward 

Morris was engaged in correspondence with the Wynnstay estate because of his personal 

financial difficulties: he wished to sell his interest in the mine, if only to re-coup his costs, 

and thereby caused more pressure on the financial stability of the partnership. 

During the next three years operations at the mine were scaled down considerably and 

seem to have consisted entirely of trials to find the lode. The Wynnstay Royalty accounts 

show the sale of only 386 tons of lead concentrates between 185l and 1857. The majority 

of the dressed ore during this period was being sold to the White Grit Mine Co.  

In 1856 the Wynnstay agent, David Jones, was unhappy with the way the works were 

progressing, stating that in September that year there were found "only l6 persons at work 

including women and children" washing the "waste". As a result of this Jones suggested to 

the estate that they should serve notice on Messrs. Lefeaux and Co. and sought guidance 

from them on the matter. These thoughts obviously were communicated to Lefeaux who, 

in a letter of response dated 31
st
 December 1856, states his sorrow at having displeased Sir 

Watkin Williams Wynn and asks that any new incoming concern take on the "machinery 

and works at a fair valuation". With regard to this "fair valuation", Edward Morris 

submitted his valuation of the mine dated 4
th
 February 1857 (see appendix), which gives an 

interesting insight into the extent of the works at this date. One particular item of note is 

the reference to a "Smelting House Flue Stacks etc." This would have been a unique 

feature at any lead mine on the mid Wales orefield; sadly though, no remains of these have 

yet been found. A further point of note from Morris's valuation is the item referring to a 

"new discovery on the North vein"; Lefeaux also refers to this in his letter dated 19
th
 

January 1857 to Wynnstay and uses it in mitigation: every energy has been expended over 

recent years to attain these results and he hoped this discovery would allow the mine to 

recover to its former productiveness. The coincidence of this long awaited find at a time 

when the Wynnstay estate was showing a loss of faith in the lessees does seem a little 

contrived.  

Over the following three years, in line with the wishes of the Wynnstay estate, Lefeaux 

was busy trying to form a new company to operate the mine. There exists a large amount 

of correspondence for this period between the two parties regarding this matter, and it can 

be seen from this that the services of John Taylor and Sons were engaged by the estate as 

their mineral agents.  

One point of interest in this correspondence is that, as previously mentioned, Lefeaux 

never actually had a lease from the Wynnstay estate to operate this mine, even though the 

lease had been promised. In connection with this, Roger Bird discovered that the Penclyn 

sett may have been included in the lease of the nearby Bryntail mine, the validity of this 

lease being the subject of a chancery action. This may explain the lack of a specific lease 

for the Penclyn mine from the outset, as claimed by Lefeaux; however, by the time the 

chancery action was settled Lefeaux was probably already working under his instructions 

from Wynnstay to form a new company for Penclyn and so the earlier lease was not so 

relevant.  

In 1857 Lefeaux indicated his wish to sink a new engine shaft near the Engine Adit to 

get under the old works in the western portion of the sett where ore had recently been 

discovered; this shaft, however, was not started until about 1860.  
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Between 1857 and the formation of the new company with the subsequent issuing by 

Wynnstay of a lease dated 1
st
 June 1860, the Royalty accounts show sales of only 33 tons 

of lead concentrates, which reflects the level of activity at the mine during this period.  

We know Lefeaux was successful in forming the new company, later to be known as 

The Pen y Clyn Mining Co. Ltd, because in April 1859 the Wynnstay solicitors Messrs. 

Longueville Williams and Co. were informed of the names of the seven shareholders in the 

new company. The company consisted of 1,000 shares of which 650 were taken by the 

new shareholders with the remaining 350 to be divided between Lefeaux and Edward 

Morris. Thomas Raynor, one of the original partners, had by this time passed away. The 

agreement to allocate these shares appears to have been subject to the approval of John 

Taylor, which does appear to have been forthcoming with regards to Lefeaux, but it is not 

known what became of Edward Morris's share allocation. 
 

1860-1866 The Penyclyn Lead Mining Co. Ltd. 

A report written on 4
th
 December 1860 by James Paull for the Wynnstay mineral agent, 

John Taylor Jnr. Esq., gives a good picture of the state of the works very soon after the 

new company took possession of the mine. The Engine Level had been driven west 195 

fathoms to the north part of the main lode in an attempt to get back to the west of the 

former workings. A new engine shaft had been sunk 5 fathoms below surface; this shaft is 

20 fathoms west of the Engine Adit entrance (on the hillside below the farmhouse). He 

also states that a wheelpit was cut out 'Just below" the Engine House for a new 60 foot 

wheel for pumping duties though no trace of this can now be seen. The Deep Adit, which 

is 18 fathoms below the Engine Level, was by this time in excess of 300 fathoms long. 

Paull goes on to mention that little or nothing has been done in the 30 fathom level below 

Deep Adit since his last inspection in 1854 due to the pitwork all having been removed 

from the Engine Shaft and the levels below Deep Adit are all run together.  

The lode at Penclyn resembled that at the Van mine in that it was of great width, "15 to 

20 feet wide sometimes 35 feet wide" according to Paull. It appears that Lefeaux's 

approach towards the mine was to remove as much of the lode as possible but, unlike in 

the Van mine, no provision was made to backfill the void; this resulted in quick profits but 

also the quick collapse or running-in of the worked areas. This working practice was 

picked out as an issue by the Wynnstay agents during the turbulent times in the late 1850s.  

By 1863 the New Engine Shaft had reached 77 fathoms below surface and the works 

were being supervised by Jehu Hitchins. Lefeaux was still involved in the mine at this 

time, as at the third AGM of the company, as reported in the Mining Journal on 9
th
 April 

1864, he was re-elected as a director.  

By 1866 only 158 tons of concentrates had been sold from the mine according to the 

Royalty accounts and the company had exhausted its capital. A notice in the Mining 

Journal dated 24
th
 February 1866 shows the company was proposing to voluntarily wind 

up the business, and later, on 14
th
 April of the same year, the Sale Notice appears in the 

Mining Journal. The mine agent at this time was Captain Goldsworthy. 
 

1868-1872 Howell and Co. 

A takenote, dated 20
th
 February 1868, was issued by the landowner to Leigh and Gilbert 

Howell and signed on behalf of Sir Watkin Williams Wynn by John Taylor.  

During this period the first work done was to prove the width of the lode by driving a 

cross-cut but from where is not recorded; they were also clearing out the adit level 

(presumably the Deep Adit?). Captain Lean is listed as manager from l870 to 1872, about 
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which time an advert in the Mining Journal for a new mine agent appears. The only 

recorded ore sales for this period are 27 tons. 

Two reports to the Wynnstay estate, dated 17
th
 May and 15

th
 June 1872, by Jno. 

Hughes state that they are cutting a lodge and timbering in the old Engine Shaft at the 

Deep Adit preparatory to installing lifts and sinking. The laying out of pulleys and wire 

ropes etc. was also taking place at this shaft at the same time. 
 

1873-1878 Penyclyn Mining Co. Ltd. 

A letter by 'visitor' in the Mining Journal dated 1
st
 March 1873 states that the company 

were currently working the eastern part of the sett near to the boundary with the Van mine. 

Another letter to the Mining Journal dated 9
th
 September 1873 from 'Pedestrian' states that 

a new waterwheel for pumping has been erected and underground prospects are improving. 

A report prepared by Walter Eddy, Mineral Surveyor, of Llangollen, dated 12
th
 April 1876, 

was submitted to the company and provides to them some suggestions on where to find the 

lode again. Basically he advocated sinking the New Engine Shaft deeper to find the lode in 

the western part of the sett. However it does not appear that any of his suggestions were 

acted upon, possibly because of a lack of capital. 
 

1878-1885 Leigh Howell 

Things start to get a little confused here due to the lack of contemporary accounts. 

According to the Wynnstay Rental accounts the various names of the companies operating 

the mine during this period were the Penclyn Mining Co. then the Penyclyn Lead Mining 

Co. and then the Penclyn Mining Company again. However, the Wynnstay Royalty 

accounts list only the Penyclyn Lead Mining Co. throughout with the secretary being John 

Jones. The Penyclyn Lead Mining Co. lease was to run until 25
th
 March 1905. Assuming a 

2l-year lease, would this have been issued in 1875 to the Penyclyn Mining Co.? The 

royalty was set at 1/15
th
; the lease was surrendered in 1884/5. 

 

1885-1898 Penclyn Mining Co. Ltd. 

The Mineral Statistics show the Penclyn Mining Co. Ltd. operating the mine at this time, 

their agents being Leigh Howell and John Roberts from 1886 to 1887. It also records five 

men working underground and one on the surface in 1886 but by 1887 only the five 

underground workers are listed. There are no further specific entries for this period up to 

1899 in either the Wynnstay Royalty or Rental accounts. 

A report by Mathew Francis to the Penclyn Mine Co. Ltd., dated 5
th
 May 1887, states 

that while he was visiting the Van mine he also visited Penclyn in the company of their 

agent Captain Roberts. Francis concludes that Lefoe (sic) appeared to have already got up 

the available ore so he would suggest following the lode in depth. He concludes his report 

with the interesting comment that "Everything therefore points to the desirability of the 

Van Co. acquiring the Penclyn sett." Whether this comment arose from an interest in the 

Penclyn mine that had been expressed by the Van company, or alternatively it was the 

Penclyn company that were hopeful of “off-loading” their asset to the Van company is not 

known.  

A further letter by Francis to the Penclyn Mine Co. Ltd., dated 22
nd

 June 1887, says 

that in the company of Leigh Howell this time, Francis again visited the mine to carry out a 

thorough underground survey. In the letter he confirms the value of the present trials being 

carried out in the 52 yard level in the eastern part of the sett. This appears to be a vain 
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attempt to locate the Van lode in this area. He also mentions discussing the operations with 

the mine agent Captain Roberts, who was optimistic about the outcome.   

Francis then goes on to state that the company might be able to re-coup "the 

considerable sum" it has expended on the trials by disposing of the mine to Van 

shareholders, to whom it would be a "valuable acquisition". He concludes though that he 

would not consider the mine to be a worthy investment for himself, especially as prices of 

lead ore have reduced so much in recent years. 
 

1899-1904 Wm.Llewellin 

The Wynnstay Rental accounts list a Mrs Llewelyn as tenant during this period, operating 

on a take note to run to 1902 at a dead rent of £5 p.a. This takenote was then extended in 

1902 until 1904, when the entry in the accounts is blank. The Mineral Statistics list the 

mine during the period 1898/9 as being operated by the executors of Wm. Llewellin. 
 

1905-1906 Herbert Lloyd 

A takenote was issued for l8 months to Herbert Lloyd at a dead rent of £5 p.a. 
 

1907-1919 J.S. Sawrey / Thomas Miller 

In 1907 a 42-year lease was issued to a J.S. Sawrey at a dead rent of £10 p.a., first year 

free. This name continues as tenant in the Rental accounts until a solicitors’ letter of-26
th
 

May 1911 to Wynnstay states that they are instructed by the widow of the late J.S. Sawrey 

to pay the dead rent for Penclyn. Strangely, the 1912 accounts show the issue of an l8-

month takenote in the name of J.S. Sawrey; this could just be an error in the entry. By the 

1913 entry the name of Thomas Miller of Van mine is written below the name of J. S. 

Sawrey and by 1916 the latter name is omitted altogether. The name of Thomas Miller 

then continues until 1919. 
 

1933 Isaac Breeze-Jones 

The above name is the listed entry in the Rental accounts for Penclyn dated 6
th
 November 

1933 relating to a one-year agreement for Isaac Breeze-Jones of 4 Van Mines, Llanidloes, 

to work the barium minerals at the waste tips. 
 

The site today 

All of the locations mentioned below are on private land owned by Mr Andrew Evans of 

Lower Bwlchyllyn farm in Cerist. The farm of Penclun has been in Andrew's family since 

the 1950s. The farmhouse and outbuildings at Penclun have since been sold off to the 

current owner who has undertaken restoration work on the house. Andrew and his family 

are extremely keen and interested in the preservation and interpretation of the site and its 

remains and were very involved in the Cadw-funded conservation work on the engine 

house site. The work was undertaken by local builder Harry Naylor of Cerist who 

completed it to an excellent standard. The whole conservation project was managed by the 

Welsh Mines Preservation Trust in conjunction with Cadw. 

In the 1960s extensive landscaping work was carried out on the site of both the Engine 

Adit and the Deep Adit though no building remains were destroyed. A large tip by the 

Engine Adit was flattened and a lot of the mine waste from the lower dressing floor was 

removed for making farm tracks. 

The site is best accessed along the footpath that crosses the B4518, the Llanidloes to 

Machynlleth mountain road, where the track to Bryntail farm leads off to the west and the 

track to Penclun farm leaves to the east. Midway between the main road and Penclun 
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farmhouse, on the high ground immediately on the left-hand side of the footpath, is the site 

of the early opencut workings. This must be the site referred to in Hamer's 'A Parochial 

Account of Llanidloes' where the lead was first discovered in 1845 by the farmer, Mr. 

Jarman, as it is where the lode outcrops to the surface. The accompanying drawing of this 

area (figure 8) shows the various opencut workings and possible run-in shaft/s. The 'eye of 

faith' may also be able to discern the site of a horse whim circle in the scrubby trees on the 

north side of these workings. There remain some reasonable-size tips of processed material 

on the site and these must relate to the comment in the Mining Journal of 15
th
 June 1850, 

"the Penclun mine is only discovered about four years ago and has returned profits to the 

extent of nearly £18,000 by hand labour, not having any machinery except jigging hutches 

etc."  

An interesting story regarding this part of the mine, related by the owner, is that for 

many years he was aware of a small pool at the base of a large tree near these workings 

that collected the run-off water in this area. However, one day while checking the stock he 

found the pool was empty, having drained through a small opening in the bottom of the 

hollow. Upon closer inspection of this opening water could be heard dripping down into a 

large void below, this must indicate the presence of a large stope that is very close to the 

surface.   

What may be of interest to some visitors is that only a few hundred yards to the north-

west of these works is the Iron Age hillfort of Pen y Clun with its surviving ringworks on 

the western side. The views from here are exceptional and it is well worth a visit. Hamer, 

in his 'A Parochial Account of Llanidloes' (chapter 4, p. 157), gives a good description of 

the hill fort accompanied by a very nice drawing.  

Leave this part of the works and rejoin the footpath above the farmhouse. A telegraph 

pole beyond the fence marks the entrance to an early level driven under the opencut 

workings for the dual purpose of helping with drainage and proving the continuation of the 

lode at depth. From here continue along the footpath a few yards and enter the field on the 

right-hand side by the pedestrian gate there. From here a very good view is to be had of the 

Van mine and pool in the distance. Ahead of you to the right on the hillside a few yards 

away is the fenced-off collar of the New Engine Shaft driven about 1860, with its fine 

stone collar and recess for pumping or winding equipment. This shaft eventually reached a 

depth of 77 fathoms from surface but is now blocked at the Engine Adit.  

Below the shaft at the base of the slope is the run-in Engine Adit entrance and the 

engine house and chimney. The adit was started about 1847/8 and driven to get under the 

earlier opencut workings above, a large amount of material was brought out of this level to 

be processed in the area immediately around the entrance as witnessed by the extent of the 

tip. Access was gained into this level in 2006 and it was surveyed at the same time by 

David James (see figure 9, p. 34). The level ends in a massive collapse, presumably at a 

stope on the lode. Before reaching the end of the level two other short levels are driven to 

the north, towards the farmhouse, to intersect the lode; both end in collapses. The shaft is 

offset to the north side of this level but, as previously stated, is blocked.  

Immediately in front of the adit entrance stands the remains of the ‘Cornish style’ 

engine and boiler house and chimney. This is where the engine, possibly the one that was 

at the Eardiston mine when Lefeaux was manager there, was installed. It is thought that its 

construction date was about 1850, the engine being used to drain the lower levels and later, 

when the shaft was connected from the surface, to wind material up to the adit level for 

tramming out. In 2006 some investigations were carried out to try to determine the exact 
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type of engine that was used here but further work is needed before firm conclusions can 

be reached. Some alterations have been carried out on the inside of the bob wall where a 

fireplace was inserted many years ago when someone was living here after the mine was 

abandoned.  

The engine itself was not removed until 1903 when a gang of workmen from the local 

foundry of John Mills and Co. were sent to salvage the scrap. This would indicate that 

when the engine ceased to be used it was probably not worth removing for re-use, possibly 

because it was second hand when installed and by the time it stopped working was worn 

out. Had it been of any further service when de-commissioned surely the nearby Van mine 

would have acquired it to satisfy its own need for steam power.  

All that remains of the boiler house are the low walls that can now be seen after being 

uncovered in 2006, when members of the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust and the Welsh 

Mines Society excavated the floor of the boiler house to try to determine the type of boiler 

used there. There appears to have been two different types of boiler used at different times: 

the first was an 'egg-ended' boiler, this being replaced at some later date by a more 

efficient boiler.  

On the opposite side of the engine house from the boiler and across the outflow stream 

from the adit are some interesting ground features and two long holding-down bolts that 

protrude from the ground which appear to be in situ. Just behind these is the bank of what 

may have formed a small pool catching the water coming down the stream from above and 

used for either the boiler or even the small water wheel below the chimney.  

The chimney is complete to its original height but clearly has alarming lean. Recent 

test holes sunk around the chimney base prior to its conservation work being started were 

dug to investigate the nature of the ground the chimney sat on. The preliminary results 

show that the chimney sits on made up ground, presumably mine waste, this in turn sits on 

the natural which is very clayey material. As the original life expectancy for the mine may 

not have been very long this lack of proper foundations may have been acceptable. The 

fact that the chimney is still standing 150 years later is quite amazing. One school of 

thought regarding the lean holds that, like the famous leaning tower of Pisa, it occurred 

during initial construction and there does appear to be corrective action taken in the upper 

brickwork courses. The earliest known photograph of the chimney was taken by George 

Hall in 1958 and the degree of lean does not appear to have altered in the intervening years 

when viewed with the naked eye. Cadw's structural engineer's report is awaited at the time 

of writing (2007) to discover what, if any, action is to be taken regarding the lean.  

The area a few yards to the north-west of the boiler house was originally a very large 

waste tip visible on the 1963 aerial photo held at the RCAHMW, the tip was large enough 

to cast a considerable shadow on the sunny day when the picture was taken. This tip was 

removed and levelled during the landscaping work in the 1960s. The aerial photo also 

shows an interesting structure at the base of the hill beside the tip. This may possibly have 

been a crusher house but nothing remains above the ground now and trial trench made 

during 2006 failed to locate any walls. 

Immediately below the chimney and near the stream are the remains of what could 

have been an early, and very small, water wheel. This could have been used to pump the 

level, with which it aligns, before the steam engine was installed, or as an alternative 

power source to the engine itself. Another use for this structure could have been as a form 

of balance bob pit. Finally in this area, is a small stone-lined flue or drain in the bank a few 

feet from the 'wheel pit'. The length and purpose of this intriguing feature is unknown.  
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From the engine house go down the slope to the north-west and after a few hundred 

yards, on the right-hand side by the stream, are the stone and brick remains of a small 

square structure that could have been the powder house. Continue the same distance again 

and the Deep Adit entrance is found with a large tree growing out of it in the classic style. 

The entrance to this adit was open in the 1960s but only went in a short distance before 

reaching a collapse; a small pool on the surface at the bottom of the wooded ravine 

probably marks the point of the collapse. The entrance was closed during the landscaping 

in the 1960s and scattered stones from the buildings that were near the entrance were 

buried when the level was sealed. A small tell-tale flow of water is all that now indicates 

the presence of the level. The 1948 aerial photo shows at least one large building/structure 

near the adit entrance, possibly the house for the "second large steam engine" mentioned 

by Lefeaux in 1853. The aerial photo of 1963, taken in the snow, clearly shows two 

tramways leaving the adit entrance, one of them circling around to the dressing floor, and 

shows well the 'finger' tips extending beyond it.  

From this level works reached 65 fathoms below surface according to the valuation of 

1857; the level had by then been driven 300 fathoms and connected with the deep 

workings from the Engine Level. It was also here that the last dying attempts to resurrect 

the mine in the late 1880s were being carried out in driving the 52 yard level east towards 

the Van mine.  

To the west of the Deep Adit entrance, in the wooded ravine beyond the small pool 

marking the collapse on the adit and on the north side of the ravine, is the 'old' Engine 

Shaft recorded as being 9 foot by 6 foot with a rock-cut collar. Today this shaft only goes 

down about 60 feet, as discovered by Dave Seabourne during 2006. Again the 1948 and 

1960 aerial photos show a very clearly defined trench or ditch running from the Deep Adit 

entrance area up the slope directly to this shaft, and this could have been to accommodate 

the pulleys and wire ropes installed here that were mentioned in a report of 1872 by Jno. 

Jones and that were to be used for winding the shaft. Jones goes on to say that "10 men are 

employed here ... they are cutting the lodge and timbering the Engine Shaft"; this was 

presumably necessary because James Paull in his 1860 report to John Taylor Jnr. states 

that when he visited the mine in 1854 all the pitwork had been removed from the engine 

shaft and that below the Deep Adit level the ground had run together.  

The adjacent field to the north of the Deep Adit entrance is where the dressing floor is 

located. One part of this area to the west is occupied by the site of a reservoir that has now 

breached its banks. Owing to the location of this reservoir there would have been hardly 

any head of water to drive machinery; the majority of the water must have been used for 

washing and dressing the ore.  

Presumably most of the features of the dressing floor still remain just below the surface 

as the area is covered with interesting 'lumps and bumps'. The tips on the eastern side of 

this area, which have been greatly reduced for farm track construction, are presumably 

where Isaac Breeze-Jones was looking for barium in 1933.  

If leaving the dressing floor where the farm track enters in the far north corner, the 

track can be followed as far as the Bwlch y Gle car park and en route passes a short trial 

level driven in the bank of the Afon Cerist below the track. This level was possibly an 

attempt to locate the elusive Van lode in the north-eastern part of the sett. Further along the 

track and by the right-hand side of a gate the impressive grass-covered earthen dam of the 

Van 'Top Pool' can be seen through the trees. The breach near the centre of the dam which 

occurred in the 1950s is clearly visible. The stone-lined overflow rill by the track is worth 
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looking at, as is the nice example of stone revetting on the inner face of the dam and the 

inside faces of the reservoir at this point.  

Alternatively, to return to the point at which this tour began, proceed up the slope on 

the right-hand side of the wooded ravine, where you will rejoin the original footpath near 

the farmhouse. 
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Appendix 
 

Estimated value of Penyclyn Mine this 4
th
 day of July 1857 

Deep Level 300 Fathoms @ £10 is 3,000 0 0 

Engine Do. 130       "       @ £12 is 1,560 0 0 

Shaft etc. to Surface 65       "       @ £10 is    650 0 0 

Steam Engines Erections etc. 3,000 0 0 

Pumping Work Rods etc.      600 0 0 

Watercourses Reservoirs Roads etc.  

Smelting House Flues Stacks etc.     700 0 0 

Crushing Mill erecting the same etc.     300 0 0 

Office Shops Powder Magazine Dressing Machinery Water Wheels      500 0 0 

Flooring etc. 

Rails Trams Winding Machine Chains etc.     200 0 0 

 10,510 0 0 

Estm'd Value of new discovery on North Vein Now opened upon from 

the above Levels & Shafts  5,000 0 0 

 15,510 0 0 

Mr Morris holds 28 shares 

Mr Jackson holds 4 shares 

Mr Raynor holds 8 shares 

Mr Lefeaux holds 24 shares 

 64 shares 
 

All written in the hand of Edward Morris. source: Ruthin PRO DD/WY/5324 
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